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Abstract

Nuclear detection in embryos is an indispensable process for quantitative analysis of the development of multicellular
organisms. Due to the overlap in the distribution of pixel intensity of nuclear and cytoplasmic regions and the large
variation of pixel intensity even within the same type of cellular components in different embryos, it is difficult to
separate nuclear regions from the surrounding cytoplasmic region in differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscope image. This study explores a discriminative representation of a local patch around a fixed pixel, called
top-ranked intensity-ordered descriptor (TRIOD), which is prospected to distinguish the smoothed texture in the
nucleus from the irregular texture in cytoplasm containing yolk granules. Then, a probability process is employed to
model nuclear TRIOD prototypes, and the enhanced nuclear probability map can be constructed with the TRIODs of
all pixels in a DIC microscope image. Finally, a distance-regularized level set method, which not only considers the
probability change in a nearby pixel but also regularizes the contour smoothness, is applied to refine the initial
localization by simply thresholding on the enhanced probability map. Experimental results show that the proposed
strategy can give much better performance for segmentation of nuclear regions than the conventional strategies.

Keywords: Top-ranked intensity-ordered descriptor, TRIOD, Enhanced probability map, Nuclear detection, Level set
method

1 Introduction
Identification of gene function during animal develop-
ment is the main task of developmental biology. Genetic
perturbation and analysis in animal embryos often clar-
ify the function of the specific gene. Due to the complete
genome sequence (roughly 20,000 protein-coding genes
[1]) and short lifetime, the nematode Caenorhabditis ele-
gans is generally used as a model organism in biology. By
observing a perturbed early C. elegans embryo using a
microscope of Nomarski differential interference contrast
(DIC) optics [2], biologists manually analyze early embry-
onic events and evaluate the roles of a specific gene in the
developmental process. Detection of various components
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of interests in the embryo is the first indispensable step
to extract the quantitative measure of the early embryonic
events such as growth of cell number, changes of nuclear
position and shape, and timing of cell division.
Since the early embryonic events are closely related to

the position, morphological variations, number changes
of nuclei, and so on, automated detection of nuclei in DIC
microscope images plays an essential role for understand-
ing animal development. This work focuses on detecting
nuclei and cytoplasm in 3-dimensional (3D) time-lapse
images of a C. elegans embryo recorded by DIC micro-
scope [2]. Two images of the 3D DIC microscope images
are shown in Fig. 1a, which are obtained from different
C. elegans embryos. It can be seen that the nuclear region
is much smoother than the cytoplasmic region with yolk
granules. We take one nuclear and cytoplasmic regions
from both images as explored regions (Fig. 1a) denoted
by different color frames and compare the statistical
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Fig. 1 The statistical analysis of intensity distribution from cytoplasmic and nuclear regions. a Two DIC microscope images and their explored
regions (red, blue, pink, and green frames). b The compared intensity histograms from different explored regions, where the blue, red, green, and pink
rectanglesmean the corresponding explored regions framed by blue, red, green, and pink colors in Fig. 1a. The blue and red histograms in the left figure
are for the framed regions by blue and red colors in Fig. 1a, and those in themiddle figure are for the framed regions by green and pink colors in Fig. 1a,
respectively, while those in the right figure are for the framed regions by green and blue colors

distributions of (1) different types of explored regions
from the same embryo and (2) the same type of explored
regions from different embryos shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1b
manifests that the intensities of different cellular com-
ponents can be completely overlapped (the middle his-
togram in Fig. 1b). However, the same type of explored
regions from different embryos possibly has very differ-
ent intensity distributions (the right histogram in Fig. 1b).
Therefore, it would be impossible to only use the intensity
to identify the nuclear and cytoplasmic regions, and thus,
exploring a discriminating representation using texture is
necessary for distinguishing the cytoplasmic and nuclear
regions.
There are several studies that attempt to explore the

dynamic information of 3D time-lapse DIC microscope
images. Two computer-assisted systems: SIMI BioCell [3]
and 3D-DIASemb [4], have been constructed for track-
ing the changes of the 3D nuclear positions in the 3D
time-lapse DIC microscope images. These two systems

identify the positions and sizes of the nuclei via displaying
3D time-lapse DIC microscope images with a graphi-
cal user interface. However, the nuclei are still detected
manually, and thus, it is a laborious task. In order to effi-
ciently implement the task of analyzing dynamic changes
in DIC microscope images, several efforts aimed to auto-
matically identify different types of regions of the C.
elegans embryo image and especially detect the nuclear
regions from the surrounding cytoplasm. Yasuda et al.
[5] combined several types of edge features for detect-
ing the nuclear and membrane regions. Because of the
large variation in the same type of regions and possibly
similar intensity distribution between different types of
regions, this method leads to a lot of numbers of false
positive and missing detection, which were required to
be corrected by laborious hand-tuning. Hamahashi et
al. [6] proposed to transform a raw image in 3D time-
lapse DIC microscope images into local entropy domain
(local entropy image) to enhance the cytoplasmic region
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(suppress the nuclear region) and then track the nuclei in
dynamic image sequence.The method used the statistics
(local entropy) of a local patch centered on the focused
pixel instead of pixel intensity and can adapt any 3D
time-lapse images for enhancing the cytoplasmic region.
However, since only one statistic of the local patch based
on its distribution is computed, it produced low contrast
and blurred boundary between the nuclear and cyto-
plasmic regions in a local entropy image. On the other
hand, Ning et al. [7] explored a multilayer convolutional
neural network with the intensities of local patches as
the initial input and attempted to recognize five cate-
gories: cell wall, cytoplasm, nucleus membrane, nucleus,
and outside medium. This complex framework needs
strength effort as post-processing for giving acceptable
identification by using an energy-based model and a set
of elastic models and thus leads to high computational
cost.
This study proposes a simple but efficient framework

for automatically recognizing the nuclear regions from the
surrounding cytoplasmic region. It is well known that the
cytoplasm contains a lot of yolk granules which can appear
in any position under irregular frequency on the back-
ground with similar intensity, in contrast to the smooth
nuclear region. Therefore, it is impossible to distinguish
the nuclear pixel from the cytoplasm pixel by only using

pixel intensity, while it is also difficult to recognize using a
local patch, which is the feature for representing the cen-
tered pixel, due to the irregular appearance of yolk gran-
ules. In this study, we explore a discriminated descriptor
for a local patch centered in a pixel, called top-ranked
intensity-ordered descriptor (TRIOD), which can retain
the intensity variation of the yolk granules in cytoplasm
local patch without destroying the smooth intensity in
nuclear local patch. Due to the small variation of the TRI-
ODs for nuclear pixel representation, we collect a set of
nuclear TRIODs as prototypes and apply a probability
process to model them. With the constructed model, we
can transform a rawDICmicroscope image into a nuclear-
enhanced probability map, which achieves very high con-
trast between the nuclear and cytoplasmic regions. Finally,
a distance-regularized level set (DRLS) method [8], which
not only considers the probability change in a nearby pixel
but also regularizes the contour smoothness, is applied
to refine the initial localization by simply thresholding
on the enhanced probability map. The proposed frame-
work for nuclear detection is shown in Fig. 2, where the
top figure manifests the construction procedure of prob-
ability models for the nuclear TRIOD prototypes and the
bottom part gives the computation step of a nuclear-
enhanced probability map, and the DRLS-based refine-
ment is employed for obtaining final detection results.

Fig. 2 The proposed nuclear detection framework. The top figure denotes the construction procedure of probability models based on TRIODs, and
the bottom part gives the procedure of nuclear detection. For constructing of probability models, we firstly extract some nuclear regions from
several randomly selected embryo images and then obtain the TRIODs from all l × l local patches centered on the pixels in the nuclear regions,
which are used as the input vector for constructing the nuclear models. In the nuclear detection procedure, the TRIODs for all pixels in the input
embryo are computed as the input vector to the constructed probability model for obtaining the transformed nuclear-enhancement map, and
then, the level set method is used for nuclear detection on the transformed map
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We evaluate the effectiveness and performance of our
proposed framework for nuclear detection.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the discriminated TRIOD for representing the nuclear
and cytoplasm pixel and introduces the construction of
the probability models for computation of the nuclear-
enhanced probability map. A refinement detection via a
distance-regularized level set method is investigated in
Section 3. Experimental results and conclusions are given
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2 Enhanced probability map based on
top-ranked intensity-ordered descriptors

This section firstly introduces a discriminative represen-
tation for irregular texture, called top-ranked intensity-
ordered descriptors. Due to the small variance of the
nuclear region (smooth), we propose to model nuclear
TRIODs as a multiple Gaussian process and transform the
raw DICmicroscope image into a nuclear-enhanced prob-
ability map for final segmentation. In the following, we
evaluate the transformed probability maps under different
parameters.

2.1 Top-ranked intensity-ordered descriptors
As statistically analyzed in the above section, the cyto-
plasmic region includes a lot of yolk granules bulging
out from the background, which can be considered as
irregular texture variance. For local texture representa-
tion, a number of methods have been proposed in the
literature for computer vision problems. The most pop-
ular strategies are based on histograms such as SIFT
(Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [9], GLOH (Gradi-
ent Location-Orientation Histogram), and their recently
improved versions [10, 11] for partially dealing with
some kinds of variations and distortions in the processed
images. However, while the above descriptors have shown
promising performance for representing local patches
with regular structure in different computer vision prob-
lems, they cannot handle more complex illumination
change. On the other hand, in order to obtain robust fea-
tures to illumination change, local binary pattern (LBP)
texture operator and its many extensions [12, 13] have
been widely used in vision literature and obtained good
performance vis-a-vis illumination change. All the local
feature representations developed in the computer vision
field would encounter difficulty for handling irregular
structures like the unorganized yolk granules in the
cytoplasmic region of DIC microscope images. There-
fore, a local entropy method [6] was introduced to deal
with the irregular texture in DIC microscope image,
which only considers the frequency of pixel intensity
and gives the statistic measure of information capacity

in a local patch. This method can work well despite the
large intensity variance in the DIC microscope images
of different organisms. However, only one statistic mea-
sure (local entropy) for a local patch is extracted, and
thus, the representation ability is limited for distinguish-
ing the large variant cytoplasmic and smooth nuclear
regions.
This study proposes a discriminative irregular tex-

ture representation, which is prospected to give similar
descriptors for the cytoplasm texture even with large vari-
ance and also a consistent representation of nuclear but
different from the cytoplasmic one. Let us represent the
ith focused pixel in a DIC microscope image as a small
l × l patch, which can be re-arranged into a vector si =
[ si,0, si,1, · · · , si,D−1], and si ∈ RD (D = l × l − 1). Since
the yolk granules possibly appear at any location in the
local patch, they will give a very different vector even for
the same cytoplasm type of pixels. Thus, we attempt to
sort the un-ordered vector and only take a subset of the
top-ranked value as the descriptor. In order to handle the
intensity variance in DIC microscope images of different
organisms, we firstly subtract the mean value from the
vector si and calculate the absolute magnitudes:

s̄i,j = |si,j − 1
D

D−1∑

d=0
si,d|. (1)

Then, we sort the vector s̄i in a non-ascending order and
obtain the re-ordered vector ŝi with ŝi,0 ≥ ŝi,1 ≥ · · · ≥
ŝi,D−1. Finally, we take the K-large magnitude elements
in ŝi as the texture representation, named as top-ranked
intensity ordered descriptors (TRIODs). For all pixels in
the DIC microscope image, the K-dimensional TRIODs
can be extracted from the l × l local patches around the
focused pixels. We visualize the first and the second top-
three-magnitude elements of all pixels by combining them
into color images as shown in Fig. 3b, c, which manifest
the proposed TRIODs can obtain high contrast between
the nuclear and cytoplasmic regions. The first top-three-
magnitude elements denote the first to the third elements
of the TRIOD, while the second top-three-magnitude ele-
ments denote the fourth to the sixth ones of the TRIOD.
Since the elements in the TRIODs have already sorted in
a non-ascending order, the near elements in the TRIOD
have no large difference, and thus, almost all pixels in the
combined color images have gray intensity.

2.2 Nucleus model construction for probability map
transformation

As shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the variance of
the nuclear TRIOD elements are much smaller than those
for cytoplasm pixels, and thus, it would be much easier
to model the nuclear TRIODs than the cytoplasmic ones.
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Fig. 3 The visualization of the proposed TRIODs. a A raw slice DIC microscope image. The corresponding color image by combining the first
top-three elements (b) and the second top-three elements (c) of the TRIODs

Therefore, this study attempts to construct a probability
model of nuclear TRIODs and transform any TRIODwith
the constructed model to a nuclear-enhanced probability
map. Given some nuclear regions from the DIC micro-
scope image of any organism, a set of nuclear TRIODs
X =[ x1, x2, · · · , xN ], called nuclear TRIOD prototypes,
can be extracted. The intuitive way to use the N TRIODs
for constructing the nuclear model is to directly use M
Gaussian models as follows:

P(X) =
M∑

m=1
wmN (X|μm,�m) , (2)

where N (X|μm,�m) is a Gaussian model. If we set K as
the nuclear TRIOD prototype number, the mean vector of
themth Gaussian model is themth TRIOD, i.e., μm = xm.
�m and wm are the co-variance matrix and weight param-
eters of the mth Gaussian model, respectively. Since the
M Gaussian models are centered on the N = M TRI-
ODs, respectively, all model weights can be set as 1

M which
means all the models have the same contribution to the
final probability process. For simplicity, we assume �k is a
diagonal matrix and its determinant is σ 2

m , which is calcu-
lated as the mean of the square distances between the the
mean vectors of the Gaussian model and their five nearest
neighbors as follows:

σ 2
m =

∑

xi∈NN5(μm)

|xi − μm|2, (3)

where xi ∈ NN5(μm) denotes the five nearest neighbors
in X to the mean μm of themth Gaussian model.

In the constructed nuclear model, if the Gaussian com-
ponent number M (such as M = N) is large, it needs to
calculate the fitting degrees (probability) of a test TRIOD
to all constructed Gaussian models, and thus, the com-
putational cost will be increased linearly to the compo-
nent number. In order to reduce computational time, we
simply cluster the N nuclear TRIOD prototypes into M
(M << N) groups and obtain group centers as the mean
[μ1,μ2, · · · ,μM].
For any test TRIOD xt , we can calculate its probability

belonging to themth Gaussian model as

γ(m|xt) = wmN
(
xt|μm, σ 2

m
)

∑M
m=1 wmN

(
xt|μm, σ 2

m
) . (4)

Since all the M Gaussian models are for fitting nuclear
TRIODs, it is prospected that any test nuclear TRIOD
always can be well fitted by several similar models. How-
ever, the cytoplasm TRIODs are generally far from the
constructed models, and then, the probability to any con-
structed model will be low. This study uses the J highest
probabilities to give the final map magnitude for a TRIOD
xt as follows:

PM(xt) = 1
J

J∑

j=1
γ̂(j|xt), (5)

where γ̂ (j|xt) is the jth largest probability of theMmodels.

2.3 Evaluation of the transformed probability maps
under different parameters

As shown in the flowchart of our proposed nuclear detec-
tion strategy (Fig. 2), we randomly select the slices from
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the DICmicroscope images of three embryos, from which
several nuclear regions can be manually given for prepar-
ing the nuclear prototypes. In our experiments, about
2000 K (K = int

(
l×l−1

2

)
+ 1, “int” means taking the

integer number) nuclear TRIOD prototypes are extracted
from l × l local patches in the given nuclear regions, and
thus, the computational cost would be high if all proto-
types are used as the mean parameters of the probability
models. Therefore, we employ clustering algorithm for
grouping them into M representative TRIOD prototypes,
which correspond to K Gaussian models. Figure 4 shows
the nuclear-enhanced probability maps under different
model numbers of TRIODs, which are extracted from
9 × 9 local patches. The profiles of the horizontal lines
from the map images are also manifested in Fig. 4c, which
shows the higher contrasts between the cytoplasmic and
nuclear regions using larger numbers of probability mod-
els. With the probability map using the Gaussian models
of all TRIOD prototypes as criterion measure, we calcu-
late the summed squared difference of all pixels between
the probability maps, and the summed difference values
for four DIC slices from different organisms are given in
Fig. 4d. It can be seen that the summed differences after
50 probability models change a little and seem to give the
local minimums for all four samples. The computational
times (second) are also given in Fig. 4e. In order to balance

the trade-off between computational cost and contrast, we
select 50 probability models to fit the nuclear TRIODs in
the following experiments.
Next, we validate the effect of the local patch sizes to the

probability maps by setting the parameters l of the local
patch (l × l) as 3, 5, 7, 9, · · · , and the top-ranked intensity-
ordered descriptors with K = int

(
l×l−1

2

)
+ 1 elements

are extracted for pixel representation. The resulted prob-
ability maps with different local patch sizes are shown in
Fig. 5, which indicates that the proposed strategy with
small local patch sizes can correctly enhance almost all
nuclear pixels (true positive) but inaccurately emphasize
some cytoplasm pixels (false positive), while using a large
size of local patches would lead to miss-enhancement of
nuclear pixels especially in the boundary regions but more
clear enhanced probability maps.
Finally, the different dimensions of the TRIOD feature

are evaluated.We set the dimension (K) of the TRIOD fea-
ture as 1, int

(
l×l
8

)
+1 , int

(
l×l−1

4

)
+1, int

(
(l×l−1)×3

8

)
+1,

int
(
l×l
2

)
+ 1, · · · with l =5, 7, and 9. Figure 6 shows the

transformed probability maps with K = 1, int
(
l×l
4

)
+ 1,

int
(
l×l−1

2

)
+ 1, int

(
(l×l−1)×3

4

)
+ 1 under l = 5, 7, 9.

We also define the discriminated degrees for measuring
the distinguish ability of the transformed probability maps

Fig. 4 The evaluation of the nuclear-enhanced probability maps with different numbers of Gaussian model. a A raw DIC microscope image. b The
nuclear-enhanced probability maps with model numbers: 1, 50, 100, and all available prototype numbers. c The plotted profiles at the red lines. d
The summed squared difference. e The computational time
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Fig. 5 The evaluation of the nuclear-enhanced probability maps with different local patch sizes

Fig. 6 The transformed probability maps with different dimensions K of the TRIODs, which are extracted from the local patch sizes l = 5, 7, 9. The
row images from the top to the bottom denote the transformed maps with l = 5, 7, 9, and the column images from the left to the right denote those

with the TRIOD dimensions K = 1, int
(
l×l
4

)
+ 1 , int

(
l×l−1

2

)
+ 1, int

(
(l×l−1)×3

4

)
+ 1, respectively
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between the nuclear and the surrounding cytoplasmic
regions as follows:

DS(p) =
(
m1p − m2p

)2

4 × (
s1p + s2p

) , (6)

where p denotes a transformed probability map, m1p and
m2p are the mean values of the nuclear and cytoplas-
mic pixels in the transformed map such as the pixel in
the regions shown in Fig. 7a, and s1p and s2p denote the
variances of the nuclear and cytoplasmic pixels in the
transformed map, respectively. The larger the DS(p) is,
the higher the contrast between the nuclear and the sur-
rounding cytoplasmic regions would be. Figure 7b gives
the quantitative measurements of the transformed prob-
ability maps with different K under l = 5 and 9. From
Fig. 6b, it can be seen that the discriminated degrees with
K = int

(
l×l
2

)
+ 1 manifest acceptable distinguish ability

and cannot be greatly improved even increasing K. There-
fore, we set K = int

(
l×l
2

)
+ 1 for the proposed TRIOD

features in all the following experiments. Segmentation of
the nuclear region with the level set method introduced in
the next section will be based on the enhanced probability
maps with different patch sizes l and the corresponding
TRIOD feature dimension K.
In addition, we will also give compared nuclear detec-

tion results with the local entropy method [6], which
possibly uses different patch sizes for measuring the
local entropy of a pixel. In our experiments, the local
entropy method is implemented, and the transformed
local entropy images with different patch sizes (l =
5, 9, 13, 17, 21) are shown in Fig. 8a. Furthermore, Fig. 8b
manifests the discriminated degrees of the transformed
local entropy images with different patch sizes calculated
by Eq. (6), which denotes the transformed image with
patch size l = 9 has much highest distinguish ability
as being proven in [6]. Therefore, the following nuclear

Fig. 7 The quantitative evaluation for the transformed probability maps with different dimensions K of the TRIODs. a The cytoplasmic and nuclear
regions for quantitative evaluation. b The discriminated degree of different transformed maps
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Fig. 8 The quantitative evaluation for the local entropy images with local patch sizes. a The transformed local entropy images with different local
patch sizes. b The discriminated degrees of the transformed local entropy images with different patch sizes calculated by Eq. (6)

detection is based on the transformed local entropy image
with the same seed points as the proposed framework for
fair comparison.

3 Level set-based detection
The basic idea of the level set method is to represent a
contour as the zero level set of a function, called a level set
function (LSF), and formulate the contour’s motion as the
evolution of the level set function. For image segmenta-
tion, the level set function can be formulated as φ(x, y, t),
on the image coordinate space [ x, y]∈ � and time direc-
tion, which embeds the dynamic contour at the zero level
set. Assuming the LSF φ takes positive values outside the
zero level contour and negative values inside, the inward
normal vector of the embedding contour can be expressed
as ℵ = −∇φ/|∇φ|, where ∇ is the gradient operator. The
evolution of the LSF φ can be formulated as the following
partial differential equation (PDE):

∂φ

∂t
= F|∇φ|, (7)

where F is the speed function that controls evolution
of the LSF. The conventional level set method generally
results in LSF irregularity [14, 15] in the evolution pro-
cedure, and thus, Li et al. proposed a general variational
level set formulation with a distance regularization term
and an external energy term that controls the evolution
of the zero level contour toward the desired locations.
The designed objective energy function to be minimized
is formulated as

E(φ) = λRp(φ) + Eext(φ), (8)

where λ > 0 is a constant for controlling the trade-
off between two terms and Eext(φ) is the external energy
on the processed images, which is defined such that it
achieves a minimum when the zero level set of LSF φ is
evolved to an object boundary (refer to detail in formation
of [8]). Rp(φ) is the level set regularization term as defined
in [8].
This study attempts to segment the nuclear regions

based on the enhanced probability maps using the level
set method, which needs initial contour (initial LSF) for
evolution. According to the evaluation of the proposed
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nuclear-enhanced strategy in the above section, we can
see that the probability maps with the large local patch
size (13 × 13) can achieve a very clear nuclear-enhanced
region except some missed pixels in the nuclear bound-
ary, which promises the possibility of well-recognizing the
enhanced nuclear pixels from their surround via a simple
thresholding procedure. The achieved nuclear regions by
thresholding can be used to produce the initial level set,
which then is evolved on the enhanced probability map
with a small local patch size (such as 3 × 3) for giving the
precise nuclear boundary. In addition, the series of avail-
able DIC microscope images at a fixed time point is a 3D
volume, where the nuclear regions in the middle Z-slice
are usually larger than others. Thus, the nuclear regions
are firstly segmented in the middle Z-slice using the above
strategy and automatically extend the segmentation to the
top/down for all slices. The procedure of automatically
segmenting the nuclear regions from a 3D DIC volume at
a fixed time point is as follows

(1) Implementing the initial segmentation (Fig. 9a) of the
middle Z-slice image on the nuclear-enhanced
probability map with 13 × 13 local patches by a
thresholding procedure and calculating the initial
LSF φ.

(2) Evolving the LSF φ on the nuclear-enhanced
probability map with 3 × 3 local patches and
achieving the final refinement of the segmentation
result for the middle Z-slice image (Fig. 9b).

(3) Top-slice segmentation procedure: (a) eroding the
previous segmentation regions (Fig. 9c) using
morphological filter for calculating the initial LSF
and (b) refining the segmentation results (Fig. 9d) on
the probability map with 3 × 3 local patches.

(4) Down-slice segmentation procedure as in step (3).

With the above procedure, the nuclear regions of a 3D
DIC volume can be automatically segmented

4 Experimental results
4.1 Material
Our nuclear detection method was implemented on three
dimensional (3D) time-lapse microscope images of a C.
elegans embryo obtained from the Worm Developmen-
tal Dynamics Database (WDDD; http://so.qbic.riken.jp/
wddd/cdd/index.html) constructed by Kyoda et al. [16].
WDDD provides 3D time-lapse DIC microscope images
for 50 wild-type embryos and 136 RNAi embryos in which
one embryonic lethal gene was silenced by RNA inter-
ference. All sets of time-lapse images were recorded at
40-s intervals during the first three rounds of cell divi-
sion of an embryo. At each time point, DIC microscope
images were recorded with 66 consecutive focal planes
spaced at 0.5-μm intervals and 600× 600 pixels spaced at
0.1 μ m × 0.1 μ m intervals. We randomly selected three
slice images of three wild-type embryos from WDDD for
constructing the nuclear models and then implemented
our proposed method on the DIC microscope images
of five other randomly selected wild-type embryos for
evaluation.

4.2 Results
We firstly compare the transformed probability maps of
two DICmicroscope images from different embryos using
our proposed TRIOD and directly using the local patch
for pixel representation, respectively, and the local image
entropy [6] in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10, we can see that the
probability map images with the TRIOD can give a much
clearer enhanced nuclear region than those directly using
the local patch for pixel representation. On the other
hand, the local entropy image can increase the contrast
between the cytoplasmic and nuclear regions in some
extent; however, the boundary of the transformed entropy
images is quite blurred, and the intensity variance in the
same regions of cellular components (cytoplasm/nucleus)
is also large.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 9 Comparison of the detected nuclear regions with/without DRLS refinement. a The initial segmentation using simple thresholding on the
middle Z-slice (initial LSF). b The final localization result via DRLS refinement. c The initial eroded segmentation from the previous slice (b). d The
final localization of the next slice of b

http://so.qbic.riken.jp/wddd/cdd/index.html
http://so.qbic.riken.jp/wddd/cdd/index.html
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 10 Comparison of the transformed maps with different methods. a Raw DIC microscope images. b The local entropy images [6]. c The
nuclear-enhanced probability maps directly using the local patches for pixel representation (the same modeling process using the local patches
instead of TRIODs). d The probability maps using TRIODs

Next, the distance-regularized level set method is
employed for segmentation from the middle Z-slice to the
top/down slices on the transformed maps (local entropy
image and the probability map with TRIODs). Three
images with segmented results are shown in Fig. 11,
where red, green, and blue lines denote the segmented

results using local entropy, our proposed probability
map, and manual segmentation (ground-truth segmen-
tation), respectively. For segmentation results using local
entropy, the initial LSF of the middle Z-slice is given man-
ually, and the initial LSF for the next slice is propagated
in the same way as introduced in Section 3. Figure 11

Fig. 11 The final results of the nuclear regions detected by different methods for three slice images of an embryo, which are refined by DRLS on the
transformed local entropy images (green curve), and our proposed probability maps (red curve), and manually created ground-truth region (blue
curve). a A top slice image. b A middle slice. c A down slice
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a
Fig. 12 The rendered surface of the detected nuclear regions for an embryo. a The rendered surface of the ground-truth nuclear regions. b The
surface of the final nuclear localization results using our proposed strategy

Fig. 13 The quantitative evaluation of the nuclear detection. a The compared DICE coefficients. b The compared area overlap (AO)
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manifests that the segmented nuclear regions are easy to
be diffused to the cytoplasmic region or be diminished
to very small regions especially on the top/down slices.
Figure 12a, b shows the 3D visualization of the nuclear
regions in ground-truth and by our proposed strategy for
an embryo volume, respectively. In order to evaluate the
detected nuclear regions qualitatively, we use twometrics:
dice coefficient (DICE) and area overlap (AO), which are
defined as follows:

DICE = 2|SGT ∩ SSeg|
|SGT| + |SSeg| ; AO = |SGT ∩ SSeg|

|SGT ∪ SSeg| , (9)

where SG and SSeg denote the nuclear regions of ground-
truth and using our proposed strategy, respectively. The
compared performances are given in Fig. 13a, b on
DIC microscope images of one wild-type embryo which
shows that our proposed method can give 80 ∼ 90%

dice coefficients and 70 ∼ 90% AO values even for two
sides of images while the local entropy-based method
failed for two sides of images despite the similar detec-
tion performances to our proposed method around the
middle Z-slice. The similar detection performances were
achieved by our proposed method on DIC microscope
images of other wild-type embryos, and some examples
of the detected nuclear on our proposed probability map
and the local entropy image are shown in Figs. 14 and
15, respectively. Figure 14 gives the transformed prob-
ability maps, the local entropy images, and the nuclear
detection results of two slice images from one wild-type
embryo, where the red and green contours denote the
detected nuclear boundary on our probability maps and
the local entropy images, respectively. Figure 15 gives
the nuclear detection results on four slice images from
four wild-type embryos and validates that our proposed
strategy (red contours) achieves much better detection
performance than the local entropy-based method (green
contours).

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 14 The compared results using our proposed probability map- and local entropy-based methods. a The input slice images. b The local entropy
images. c The transformed probability. d The detected nuclear regions. Red contour denotes the detected nuclear boundary by our method, and
green contour denotes the boundary by the local entropy-based method
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Fig. 15 The compared results using our proposed probability map- and local entropy-based methods. Each row shows four slice images from a
wild-type embryo. Red contour denotes the detected nuclear boundary by our method, and green contour denotes the boundary by the local
entropy-based method

5 Conclusions
This study presented a nucleus-enhanced probability
process with top-ranked intensity-ordered descriptors
(TRIOD) and employed the distance-regularized level set
method for accurately localizing the nuclear regions. The
proposed TRIOD is explored to represent the irregular
texture and has promising discriminative property for
distinguishing the smooth nuclear region and irregular
cytoplasm textures. After the nucleus-enhancing process-
ing by a probability model, the distance-regularized level
set method is used for automated detection of nuclear
regions from 3D DIC microscope images. Experiments

showed that our proposed framework can achieve very
promising performance.
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